OPJH 2018 HoN tournament scenario 2

When scouts have a scrap...
Do not be deceived by this daytime sweltering heat.
In spite of the summer season another cold night lies ahead here in the mountains
so any decent shelter would be more than welcome.
Now there are two enemy scouting parties... and only one building...
RECRUITMENT
Allies 250 points.
Germans 250 points.
PREPARATION, DEPLOYMENT, INITIATIVE and DURATION of the game
Place two bonus markers on the map as indicated.
Players keep their selection of troops hidden from the opponent who shall not know
which units were chosen until they appear on the board.
There is no deployment. All units move onto the map through the road squares denoted by red arrows
in the Activation phase with an Order or without Order during the Supply phase.
Players may opt not to send all their units into the game during turn 1.
Both players roll a die.
The player with the highest roll chooses either first INITIATIVE or the preferred set of 2
ENTRANCE POINTS, either on the North or South side of the map.
If this player has chosen INITIATIVE, then the other player's units enter the map either from the
North or South leaving the vacant entrance points for the die roll winner.
If the player with the highest roll chooses the ENTRANCE POINTS, then the other player's units enter
through the vacant entrance points and starts the game with Initiative.
The game lasts for 8 turns.
SPECIAL RULES
The “Scout” ability may not be used.
“Furnace” rules apply.
“During a Movement action, if a unit uses all its movement points, it receives a Suppressed marker at
the end of its activation.”
(Compendium p.26)
The red Objective is gone if the building ends up destroyed.
To control an Objective, a player must be the only one to have at least one friendly unit in either of the
four adjacent squares at the end of the Supply phase.The Objective marker is turned with the
controlling side's symbol facing up. Control is kept even if the Objective is left unattended, as long as no
enemy unit fulfills the conditions to take control.
VICTORY CONDITIONS
The red Objective is worth 2 points, the yellow Objectives yield 1 point each.
The player with the highest Objectives VP score at the end of turn 8 is the winner.
In case of a tie, victory goes to the side with the most VP gained from eliminated enemy units.

